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We study operators F from L,[ --K, x] into the space of trigonometric polyno- 
mials of degree m > n that satisfy II additional conditions 
OodFf) = g,(f), 
where g, E L ,[ - xl rr]: supp g; P supp gi = 0 for k # j. It is well known that for 
m = n 
I Fl,,+,, 3 c log n. 
We show that for arbitrary m > n 
where C is independent of g,. . ..~ g,. c 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This paper is a by-product of an effort to solve a problem posed by 
J. Szabados in [3]. Let FM := span{ 1, e”, . ..) eimr} denote the space of 
trigonometric polynomials on [ - rc, n] of degree m. Let t,, . . . . t, (n < m) 
be a set of points in (-rr, rr). We use 6,: to denote the linear functional of 
point evaluation at t;. 
We consider the set 9$$ of operators (not necessarily linear) 
F: c,p,.,, + zz 
which satisfy S,(Ff) = a,(f) for i= 1, . . . . II. 
It was conjectured in [3] that there exists a universal constant C > 0 
such that 
(1.1) 
for all FE FH and all choices of points t,, . . . . t,,. 
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In [2] the author proved (1.1) for all linear operators in $,. The non- 
hnear situation remains open. Note that constraints on the set .Y:* are posed 
by the functional C’S,,, . ..) 6, which satisfy supp 6,: CT supp 5,: = 0: for a1i 
k #i, 
In this paper we consider an analogous problem for “interpolation’- in 
L1[-x, ?I]. 
For an arbitrary operator F: L, + L, define ijFl: := sup{ lifiC j Li : 
/ SII L! d f 1. The symbol .TM again stands for trigonometric polynomials of 
degree n:. Let g,, . . . . g,, be any n nontrivial functions in L ~ [ -E: x] such 
that supp g, n supp gi = @ for j # iz. 
Let .ez be the class of operators 
satisfying 
for all ,f E L 1 [ - 7c, IT] and all k = 1, . . . . n. 
THEOREM. There exists a universal constant C > 0 suck rim! 
(C does not depend on the choice of g,, . . . . g,,). 
The proof of this result is based on the observation that in L,f -x, x] 
the best choice for F is a linear operator. The inequality (1.2) for linear 
operators is established the same way as in [2]. 
2. PROOFS 
In what follows we assume (without loss of generality) that I!g,i’il = ! 
and m = n + n where q is an integer, 4 < II. We will use two iemmas. 
The first one is a simple consequence of the Hardy inequality. 
LEMMA 1 (cf. [ 1, 21). Let F be a linear operator from L! [ -x7 xj irrto 
-yin gicen bJ: 
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Then 
!IF,l ml IlUjl L, .,..,aL c - ~;=o j+l . 
LEMMA 2 (cf. 121). Let A and U be n x (n + q) and (n + q) x n matrices 
A = (a,j)~Z~~=l; u= (u,);‘~;~,. 
Suppose that lakil < 1 (k = 1, . . . . n; j= 1, . . . . 12 + q) and A. U= I, the n x n 
identity matrix. 
Then there are n - q TOM’S of matrix C’ indexed by k,, . . . . k, ~4 such that 
I= 1: . ..? 12 - q. (2.1) 
Remark. The meaning of Lemma 2 becomes clear by considering the 
case where q = 0. Then A and U are square matrices with AI/‘= I. Hence 
UA = I and writing out the diagonal of CA we have 
for all k = 1, . . . . n. Thus there are n-q=n rows in U with the property 
(2.1). 
Proof of the Theorem, Let ;;,, denote the quantity 
y,=inf{ IFI.,,.,: FE.~~}. 
Pick E > 0 such that 0 < E < l/(;.!, + 2). Let FE FM be a fixed operator with 
]lFIl -Y,, <E’. Since [L,(supp gk)]* = L,(supp gk) there exist functions 
fk E L,(supp gk) such that ffk g, = 1; llfk IL, < 1 + E’. Let pn = Ffk. 
Consider the linear operator from L,[ -rr, rc] into Fm defined by 
pf= i (jf-gk)pk- 
k=l 
Clearly 1 gk pi = s g,Ff, = j gkA. = ajk. Hence P is a linear projection and 
PEFM. 
Also 
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We now estimate ((PI\ I L, -I., from below. !%lce P is 2 linear operator from 
L1 into & it can be written as 
(Q”)(S) = 5 (1 f . lli) P3. 
k == I 
Sitlce p is a projection, so is P*. And since j (ffff g, = jfgk wc km 
g, E Range P*. Hence 
where gi = gji!l g;/l L,. 
Denote 
ujk = [ ei”“gj(8 j de. 
Then 
Letting 
ukl := i dl 
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we have 
for all j, I= 1, . . . . n. 
k=J 
By Lemma 2 there exist k,, . . . . k,-, integers between 1 and n + q such that 
Hence 
d ibk,il L, . 
11 
,‘CJC4 I = lb&l/L, 
: L, 
In other words, among the functions u,, . . . . U, there are n-q functions 
uk,: -..T uk,-, with L, norm greater than or equal to i. 
By Lemma 1 and the previous remark 
n + 4(n) > c . log ~ 
&7(n) 
which gives us the conclusion of the theorem. 1 
Remark. The same theorem holds if we replace the complex polynomial 
by real trigonometric polynomials. In the real trigonometric case we need 
to use an operator analog of the Sidon inequality instead of Lemma 1 
(cf. 1, 2 for details). 
I thank the referee for many useful comments and for a significant 
simplification of the proof of the theorem. 
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